Philip Carpenter (1776–1833) born in Kidderminster, Worcestershire on 18th November 1776, had a brilliant optical understanding and in just 25-years of unsurpassed technical ambidexterity, led the world in both magic lantern projection and microscopical magnification. Abiding proof remains with his apparatus and records of his public ‘Microcosm’ exhibition which achieved great celebrity when George the Fourth of England was King.

He died at Regent Street on 30th April 1833 and the business was continued by his sister Mary in partnership with William Westley (d.1887) (Fig.1), an early Birmingham apprentice to Carpenter, who became foreman, and later on a partner, and ultimately sole principal.¹

This article examines the transition from his beginnings in the Birmingham optical trade in Inge Street in 1808 then in 1815 to a house and manufacture at Bath Row with shop premises at 111 New Street and later 33 Navigation Street Birmingham, becoming Carpenter & Westley in 1835. This name would continue in Regent Street until the 1920s.² After just 18 years in Birmingham, Carpenter’s sudden expensive re-location to the heart of London in July 1826 confirms his eminence. Birmingham was at the forefront of the Industrial Revolution and Philip Carpenter’s career epitomizes this epoch.

The Resources, Products and Industrial History of Birmingham edited by Samuel Timmins published in 1866 quotes:

About 1808, Mr. Philip Carpenter, the founder of the firm of Carpenter & Westley, commenced business in Birmingham in a more systematic manner than had been known before. Achromatic lenses had raised telescopes from mere toys to philosophical instruments and Mr. Carpenter soon established a large trade, and supplied even Dollond (Peter Dollond 1731–1820) himself with optical instruments and Mr. Carpenter lenses had raised telescopes from mere toys to philosophical instruments and Mr. Carpenter soon established a large trade, and supplied even Dollond (Peter Dollond 1731–1820) himself with optical instruments and Mr. Carpenter soon established a large trade, and supplied even Dollond (Peter Dollond 1731–1820) himself with the required specifications, advanced his standing by his sister Mary in partnership with William Westley (d.1887) (Fig.1), an early Birmingham apprentice to Carpenter, who became foreman, and later on a partner, and ultimately sole principal.¹

Important to note the parallel develop-
especially the famous astronomical series, and the many and varied categories retain their design hallmark of an enduring built-to-last quality.

Both The Elements of Zoology7 (1823) and his printed lecture Companion to the

Magic Lantern (1823) were great presentation advances. With additional refinements such as the Chromatope where two interacting rotating discs produced complex kaleidoscopic images, and the remarkable ‘Dissolving Views’ Twin Lanterns (Fig. 2).8 These optical projection successes without doubt financed his move to the heart of London at 24 Regent Street in 1826.

Carpenter’s Microscopes

Leading opticians between 1820 and 1833 were then unlocking the mysteries of the achromatic microscope objective included James Smith (until 1838 foreman at Tulley and Sons of Islington), Hugh Powell, Andrew Ross and J. B. Dancer. These younger generation opticians also made and supplied the Carpenter Microscopes to his design specifications. Carpenter’s only known 1834 catalogue of just 16 pages9 notes: ‘microscopes are all securely packed in neat French-polished mahogany cases.’

Indeed they are remarkable for their presentation in Regency period beveled-edge mahogany boxes with superb flame mahogany veneers to the outer lid and plush velvet cushions to the inner lids. The addition of an oil or Argand Lamp for extra illumination as a top option was another innovation. This attention to technical design, build-quality and boxed presentation with the exceptional opaque and transparent specimen slides that accompanied all his microscopes is the reason Carpenter’s reputation is so highly rated.

‘Carpenter’s Improved, Opake and Transparent Compound Microscope’—a compendium; and perhaps the finest example extant and priced at £30 in the 1834 catalogue, is seen in Museum of the History of Science in Oxford and pictured on page 100 of Gerard Turner’s 1981 classic introduction to Collecting Microscopes (StudioVista /CSK 1981). Engraved plates taken from Carpenter’s leaflets which accompanied his ‘improved’ microscopes

Fig. 3 Carpenter’s Improved Compound Microscope. Author’s Collection.

Fig. 4 Carpenter’s Most Improved Compound Microscope. Author’s Collection.

Fig. 5 Philip Carpenter’s shop at 24 Regent Street, at the corner of Jermyn Street, London; drawing by George Scharf, 1828 (see note 11). Courtesy of the Trustees of the British Museum.

Fig. 6 Carpenter’s shop front; drawing by George Scharf, 1828 (see note 11). Courtesy of the Trustees of the British Museum.
are seen in Figs 3 and 4, at £14 guineas and £21 respectively in the 1834 catalogue.\textsuperscript{10}

Carpenter’s Microcosm

Philipp Carpenter himself published a commentary, the only copy of which remains in the British Library.\textsuperscript{11-13} Fortunately two period drawings (Figs 5 and 6) of Carpenter’s shop at 24 Regent Street were made by the illustrator Georg Scharf (1788-1860). Above the doorway are the lower ‘Carpenter Optician’ and above ‘MICROCOSM’, and in the sketch the upper door-glass is lettered ‘Microcosm open from Eleven till Eight’.\textsuperscript{14}

A wonderful coloured etching dating 1828 ‘Monster Soup commonly called Thames Water’ by William Heath (c.1795-1840) (Fig. 7) was inspired by Carpenter’s lucernal projections, as demonstrated by the well-known ‘Microcosm’ Trade Advertisement (Fig. 8). Clearly this unique exhibition on the ‘Wonders of Nature’ caught the public imagination and was possibly petrifying.\textsuperscript{15}

The late John Millburn suggested ‘that the window in the room above Regent Street appears to incorporate some sort of apparatus which could have been the solar collector’.\textsuperscript{16}

A contemporary description of the Microcosm Exhibition was published in 1828 in Arcana of Science - a rare copy belongs to Lester Smith of the Magic Lantern Society who has kindly consented to this reproduction of the text (right).\textsuperscript{17}

A brief reminder of Philipp Carpenter’s many inspired and creative contributions to the field of optics and the wonders of projection – his career has enduring fascination to followers of the history of the Magic Lantern and the Microscope.
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Fig. 8 ‘Microcosm’ Trade Advertisement (see Calvert, note 12). Original in the Court Collection, Science Museum, London.